We are seeking to onboard a CS student for an internship opportunity doing Android development.

This would be a paid internship with hourly rates of $15/hour right here in Tucson just a couple miles away from the UofA campus. This is a unique opportunity for a student to get in with a growing startup company from near ground zero and to have a ton of fun and have a significant impact on the company.

We're building an amazing company and we are looking for driven candidates.

The candidates we like to onboard are:
* Eager to learn
* Creative
* Hard-working
* Dynamic
* Interested in having fun

Specific skills/experience:
* Android mobile app development experience
* Programming knowledge of: Java, and additionals preferred: HTML/CSS, Javascript, Heroku, Amazon S3, Ruby on Rails
* Eclipse / Android Studio

A little bit about what we are doing:
We are building the world's fastest way to record accounting events.

Our system has mobile apps (developed natively on both iPhone and Android) and a web portal (developed with Ruby on Rails, Heroku, and Amazon S3).

The concept is that the Business Client records accounting events as they happen with their mobile phone (ex. they are at the gas station and take a picture of the meter and speak "I just bought $28.34 worth of gas from Shell Gas Station for the company car") then their speech is translated into text and the text and image are sent into the backend web portal with some AI taking over to take that voice description that was translated into text and figure out which portions of that fit into various data entry columns. And the Accounting Firm stores and records the data into Accounting Software - eventually we could nearly automate the 'recording into Accounting Software' portion too.

Please submit your resume to: Travis Beaulieu  twbeauli@gmail.com